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Abstract
Recently, semantic parsing has attracted much at-
tention in the community. Although many neural
modeling efforts have greatly improved the perfor-
mance, it still suffers from the data scarcity issue.
In this paper, we propose a novel semantic parser
for domain adaptation, where we have much fewer
annotated data in the target domain compared to
the source domain. Our semantic parser benefits
from a two-stage coarse-to-fine framework, thus
can provide different and accurate treatments for
the two stages, i.e., focusing on domain invariant
and domain specific information, respectively. In
the coarse stage, our novel domain discrimination
component and domain relevance attention encour-
age the model to learn transferable domain general
structures. In the fine stage, the model is guided to
concentrate on domain related details. Experiments
on a benchmark dataset show that our method con-
sistently outperforms several popular domain adap-
tation strategies. Additionally, we show that our
model can well exploit limited target data to cap-
ture the difference between the source and target
domain, even when the target domain has far fewer
training instances.
1 Introduction
Semantic parsing is the task of transforming natural lan-
guage utterances into meaning representations such as exe-
cutable structured queries or logical forms. Despite tradi-
tional syntactic parsing style models, there have been many
recent efforts devoted to end-to-end neural models in a su-
pervised manner [Dong and Lapata, 2016; Sun et al., 2018;
Bogin et al., 2019]. It is known that such models usually
require many labeled data for training and are often hard
to transfer to new domains, since the meaning representa-
tions may vary greatly between different domains, e.g., the
calendar and housing domains share less similarity in
their meaning representations [Wang et al., 2015].
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Domain Instance
calendar
utterance: meetings attended by two or more people
logical form: listValue (countComparative (getProperty
(singleton en.meeting ) ( string !type ) ) ( string attendee )
( string >= ) ( number 2 ) )
housing
utterance: housing units with 2 neighborhoods
logical form: listValue (countComparative (getProperty
(singleton en.housing unit ) ( string !type ) ) ( string neigh-
borhood ) (string = ) (number 2 ) )
Table 1: Examples of paired utterances and their logical forms from
the OVERNIGHT dataset. The bold tokens in logical forms are usu-
ally domain invariant, which can be seen as patterns generalized
across different domains.
However, there has been relatively less attention to the do-
main adaptation for semantic parsing. This is not an easy
task, since one has to deal with the transfer of semantic rep-
resentations, including both structural levels and lexical lev-
els. And it is often more challenging than the transfer of a
sentence classification model. Moreover, contrast to other
conventional domain transfer tasks, e.g., sentiment analysis,
where all labels have been seen in source domains, seman-
tic parsing models are expected to generate domain specific
labels or tokens with limited target domain annotations, e.g.,
attendee only appears in the calendar domain. These ob-
servations suggest that more efforts are required to deal with
the query structure transfer and few-shot token generation is-
sues when we perform domain adaptation for semantic pars-
ing.
An intuitive solution to solve this problem is to build a
two-stage model, where a coarse level component focuses on
learning more general, domain invariant representations, and
a fine level component should concentrate on more detailed,
domain specific representations. Take the two utterances in
Table 1 as an example. Although they come from differ-
ent domains, they both express the comparison between cer-
tain properties and values, querying certain types of entities
(meeting or housing unit), with several properties (attendee
or neighborhood) specified (>= 2 or = 2). We can see that the
COMPARATIVE pattern tends to be domain invariant and can
be more easily transferred in the coarse level, while domain
related tokens, e.g., the category and property names, should
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be concentrated in the fine stage.
In this work, we propose a novel two-stage semantic pars-
ing approach for domain adaptation. Our approach is inspired
by the recent coarse-to-fine (coarse2fine) architecture [Dong
and Lapata, 2018], where the coarse step produces general
intermediate representations, i.e., sketches, and then the fine
step generates detailed tokens or labels.
However, the coarse2fine architecture can not be applied
to domain adaptation directly, because there is no guarantee
for the two stages to achieve our expected different purposes,
since the predicate-only intermediate sketch can just provide
a distant signal. We thus propose two novel mechanisms, an
adversarial domain discrimination and a domain relevance at-
tention to enhance the encoders and decoders, respectively.
They drive the model to learn domain general and domain
related representations in different stages, and help to focus
on different clues during decoding. We conduct experiments
on the OVERNIGHT dataset [Wang et al., 2015], and out-
perform conventional semantic parsing and popular domain
transfer methods. Further analysis shows that both adversar-
ial domain discrimination and domain relevance attention can
make the most of the coarse-to-fine architecture for domain
adaptation.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel two-stage semantic parsing model
for domain adaptation, where the coarse step transfers the do-
main general structural patterns and the fine step focuses on
the difference between domains.
• We design two novel mechanisms, adversarial domain
discrimination and domain relevance attention to enhance the
encoders and decoders, which help the model to learn domain
invariant patterns in the coarse stage, while focusing on do-
main related details in the fine stage.
2 Task Definition
Formally, given a natural language utterance X =
x1, ..., x|X| with length |X|, the semantic parsing task aims
at generating a logical form Y = y1, ..., y|Y | with length
|Y |, which formally presents the meaning of X , but in pre-
defined grammar. In the domain adaptation settings, each
instance (xi, yi) is also associated with a specific domain,
e.g., housing or calendar, etc. Specifically, domains
with sufficient labeled instances are treated as source domains
DS1 , ...,DSk . And if a domain include far less labeled in-
stances than any source domains, we treat it as a target do-
main DT , i.e., |DSi | >> |DT |,∀i. We denote the combina-
tion of source domains as DS . Our goal is to learn a seman-
tic parser for the target domain by exploring both abundant
source domain data and limited target domain annotations.
3 DAMP
We propose a Domain-Aware seMantic Parser, DAMP, within
the coarse2fine framework [Dong and Lapata, 2018], which
introduces an intermediate sketch (A = a1, ..., a|A|) to bridge
natural language utterances and logical forms. The proce-
dures to generate sketches and logical forms are called the
coarse stage and fine stage, respectively. Our main idea is
to disentangle the domain invariant sketches and domain spe-
cific tokens in the two stages, respectively.
However, it is not appropriate to directly apply the vanilla
coarse2fine model to the domain adaptation scenario, since it
does not explicitly consider domain information in designing
either sketch or model architectures. To alleviate this prob-
lem, we first approximate logical form tokens shared by more
than 50% source domains as sketch tokens, since we assume
sketches are domain general and should be shared across dif-
ferent domains. The rest tokens are regarded as domain re-
lated and should be generated in the fine stage. We also in-
troduce multi-task based domain discrimination and domain
relevance attention to the encoder and decoder procedures,
encouraging the parser to focus on different aspects, i.e. do-
main general and domain specific, during the coarse and fine
stages, respectively. The overview of DAMP is illustrated in
Figure 1. The implemention is open source.1
In the coarse stage, utterance representations Uc =
{uck}|X|k=1 are produced by encoder1 given the utterance X .
Afterwards, Uc are fed into decoder1 via attention mecha-
nism to generate the sketch A.
In the fine stage, to capture the utterance information in
different aspects, we adopt another encoder, encoder2, and
the new utterance representations are Uf = {ufk}|X|k=1. There
is also encoder3 to encode the sketch into sketch representa-
tions Sf = {sfk}|A|k=1. decoder2 takes Uf and Sf with atten-
tion mechanism and generate the final logical form Y .
3.1 Encoder: Domain Discrimination
In order to constrain the utterance encoders in the coarse and
fine stages to focus on domain invariant and domain specific
information, respectively, we adopt a domain discrimination
component over Uc and Uf . This can guide Uc more consis-
tent among domains, while maintaining Uf distinguishable
in the fine stage.
Specifically, in the coarse stage, the utterance representa-
tions are aggregated via self-attention as:
uc = Uc ·αce, αce = softmax(Uc ·wcαe) (1)
where wcαe is a trainable parameter. The domain discrimina-
tor further computes pc = σ(wcdu
c + bcd), which is the prob-
ability of the utterance comes from the source domains. The
wcd and b
c
d are parameters and σ stands for sigmoid function.
To guide the model confusing among the domains, we per-
form gradient ascent over the negative log-likelihood of pc.
The corresponding loss function for a gradient descent opti-
mizer is (notice that the minus sign is removed for gradient
ascent):
LDc =
1
|D| (
∑
X,Y ∈DS
log pc +
∑
X,Y ∈DT
log(1− pc)) (2)
In the fine stage, we obtain pf , the probability of the utter-
ance coming from source domains, based on Uf . But here,
our target is to make it more discriminative. Thus a conven-
tional gradient descent is adopted, and the corresponding loss
1https://github.com/zechagl/DAMP
Figure 1: Overview of DAMP. The left part is the coarse stage and the right shows the fine stage. The blue module in the middle is the domain
discrimination component while the yellow shows the domain relevance attention.
function is:
LDf = −
1
|D| (
∑
X,Y ∈DS
log pf +
∑
X,Y ∈DT
log(1− pf )) (3)
3.2 Decoder: Domain Relevance Attention
We observe that there are many words useful to determine the
patterns of sketches, while others are more likely to associate
with the domain specific tokens in the logical forms. Consider
the first example in Table 1, the domain general words like
by two or more are associated with the comparison sketch in
the coarse stage. On the other hand, domain related tokens
like meetings and attended help us fill the missing entities
and properties during the fine stage. Therefore, we propose a
domain relevance attention mechanism to integrate this prior
to the decoding procedure.
Formally, in the time step t of the coarse stage, the predi-
cated distribution is:
P (a|a<t, X) = softmax(FNN([dt; ct; cprit ])) (4)
dt = LSTM(it−1,dt−1) (5)
where [·; ·] denotes vector concatenation, at−1 is the t − 1th
token in the sketch, it−1 is the word embedding of at−1, dt is
the hidden state of tth step of the decoder LSTM, and FNN
is a two-layer feed-forward neural network. ct and c
pri
t are
the context representations computed as:
ct = U
c ·αt,αt = softmax(Uc · dt) (6)
cprit = U
c ·αprit ,αprit = softmax((Uc · dt) ◦ qc) (7)
where ◦ stands for the element-wise multiply, and qc is a vec-
tor of length |X|. The kth dimension of qc, i.e., qck, is 1 if
xk is relevant to this utterance’s domain D, or rc otherwise.
Since the hyper-parameter rc >> 1, this will guide the de-
coder to attend to the domain invariant words in the utterance,
which facilitates the generation of domain invariant sketch.
To determine whether a word xk is relevant to the domain
D, we use the cosine similarity between the word and the
name of the domain via word embeddings. We assume that
each utterance usually mentions domain specific information
within a relatively general pattern. Thus, a few words with
top similarities are considered as domain relevant in each ut-
terance, and others are recognized as domain invariant.
In the fine stage, the domain relevance attention works
similarly to that in the coarse stage, but with two differences.
Firstly, the input to the decoder LSTM, it, is not always
the embedding of the previous decoder output yt−1. If yt−1
corresponds to the sketch token ak, it will be switched to s
f
k :
it =
{
sfk yt−1 corresponds to ak
embedding(yt−1) otherwise
(8)
Second, in the fine stage, the model is expected to focus on
domain specific tokens. Therefore, for the prior vector, qfk is
set to 1 if xk is irrelevant to domainD, and it will be set to rf
for the rest cases, which is contrary to the coarse stage.
3.3 Training and Inference
The final loss functions for both the coarse stage (i.e., sketch
generation) and the fine stage (i.e., logical form generation)
are the linear combinations of original cross-entropy loss and
the domain discrimination loss (See Sec. 3.1):
Lc = λcL
D
c −
1
|D|
∑
X,Y ∈D
∑
t
log p(a|a<t, X) (9)
Lf = λfL
D
f −
1
|D|
∑
X,Y ∈D
∑
t
log p(y|y<t, A,X) (10)
where λc and λf are hyper-parameters to trade off between
the two loss terms.
For the inference procedure, we first acquire the sketch via
Aˆ = argmaxA′ p(A
′|X). Then Aˆ is adopted to predict the
logical form as Yˆ = argmaxY ′ p(Y ′|Aˆ,X). We use beam
search for decoding where the beam size is 3.
4 Experiments
Our experiments are designed to answer the following ques-
tions: (1) Whether our model can deal with domain adap-
tation? (2) Whether our domain discrimination can help en-
coders learn domain invariant and specific representations, re-
spectively? (3) Whether our domain relevance attention can
help decoders generate rare domain-specific tokens? (4) How
our model performs in more tough target domain settings?
Domain Train Dev Test
publications 512 128 161
calendar 535 134 168
housing 601 151 189
recipes 691 173 216
restaurants 1060 265 -
basketball 1248 313 -
blocks 1276 320 -
socialnetwork 2828 707 -
Table 2: Detailed statistics of the OVERNIGHT dataset.
4.1 Setup
We conduct experiments on OVERNIGHT [Wang et al.,
2015], a semantic parsing dataset with paired utterances
and logical forms (in function calling styled Lambda-
DCS) in 8 domains, 4 of which are relatively small, i.e.,
publications, calendar, housing and recipes.
For domain adaptation settings, each time, we treat one of the
4 small domains as the target domain, and consider the rest
7 domains as the source domain. Only 10% of the target do-
main training data is employed, to stimulate a harsher domain
adaptation scenario. We randomly sample 20% of training
instances for validation. Detailed statistics are shown in Ta-
ble 2. We evaluate the model performance with the widely
adopted exact match rate (EM) [Dong and Lapata, 2018;
Kennardi et al., 2019].
For implementation details, word embeddings are initial-
ized with Glove [Pennington et al., 2014]. And our encoders
are Bi-LSTM with 300 hidden size. For domain relevance at-
tention, rc = 60 and rf = 2. As for balance parameters, λc
is 0.4 and λf is 0.2. All activation functions are tanh. The
dropout rate and L2 regularization rate are 0.6 and 1e− 5, re-
spectively, with batch size of 64. We use the RMSProp opti-
mizer [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012] with learning rate= 1e−3
and decay factor = 0.9.
We compare our DAMP with two widely used semantic
parsing baselines following a simple data mixing adaptation
strategy, where we mix training data from both source and
target domains, and validate on the target domain.
Sutskever et al. [2014] is the basic seq2seq model with
attention, which generates logical forms from utterances di-
rectly.
Dong and Lapata [2018] is the conventional coarse2fine
semantic parsing model.
We also apply three popular domain transfer methods upon
the coarse2fine architecture,2 including:
Liu et al. [2016] is a parameter sharing approach, where
we share the parameters in utterance to sketch procedure, i.e.
the coarse stage, and train the fine state merely with target
domain data.
Kennardi et al. [2019] is a pretraining adaptation method.
We adapt it in our case by first training coarse2fine with all
source domain data, and then fine-tuning with target domain
data only.
2All three transfer methods are adapted to our semantic parsing
task according to our implementation.
Ganin and Lempitsky [2015] is a widely used adversarial
training method. We adapt it to our task by introducing ad-
versarial losses to the encoders in both coarse and fine stages.
4.2 Main Results
We summarize all the model performance in Table 3. We can
see that our DAMP outperforms other methods in almost all
domains, delivering the best overall performance.
It is not surprising that Dong and Lapata [2018] performs
better than Sutskever et al. [2014] in all domains. But, with
the simple data mixing strategy, both of them perform worse
compared to other models. The reasons could be that simply
mixing data from the source and target domains together may
confuse the models. Although coarse2fine has two layers to
take different treatments for coarse patterns and fine details,
there are no explicit mechanisms to help the model to learn
general structural patterns from source domains or to focus
on domain specific tokens from the target domain.
When applying popular domain adaptation methods to
coarse2fine, we can see that Liu et al. [2016] is even 9%
worse than vanilla coarse2fine. The main reason may be
that only a small number of target domain data are utilized
in the fine stage, which is not sufficient to teach the model
to properly fill domain related tokens into domain generic
sketches. Comparing with the coarse2fine model, its EM
score drops from 72.7% to 56.8% on average, given the
golden sketches. Kennardi et al. [2019] performs better than
the vanilla coarse2fine. Compared to Liu et al. [2016], it
conducts target domain fine-tuning in the fine stage. But it
still performs worse than our DAMP, since DAMP can learn
domain general patterns and domain specific details at differ-
ent stages in an explicit way, with about 4% improvement in
EM. In our implementation, Ganin and Lempitsky [2015] use
adversarial losses to produce better representations at both
coarse and fine stages, and performs slightly better than Ken-
nardi et al. [2019]. Our DAMP also benefits from the domain
relevance attention, thus can perform appropriate decoding in
different stages. We also notice that our DAMP performs the
best in three domains, except calendar. After examining
the cases, we find the reasons may be that our way to compute
domain relevance is oversimplified, and most of the domain
related keywords are not that similar to calendar. We be-
lieve a more sophisticated relevance model can definitely im-
prove the performance, which we leave for future work.
Ablation study. We perform an ablation study by taking
recipes as the target domain. Despite EM of the final logical
form, we also introduce EM of the obtained sketch and EM of
the logical form with oracle sketch as evaluation metrics. As
shown in Table 4, both DAMP−dis and DAMP−att outper-
form the vanilla coarse2fine model. And the main improve-
ment comes in the coarse stage, showing that our two mech-
anisms can well leverage domain invariant features across
multiple domains. Compared to DAMP−att, DAMP−dis
performs better, specifically with about 2.8% improvement in
the fine stage (LForacle). This indicates our domain relevance
component is more beneficial for domain adaptation, espe-
cially for the target domain transfer in the fine stage.
recipes publications calendar housing average
Sutskever et al. [2014] 58.80 36.64 34.52 36.50 41.62
Dong and Lapata [2018] 62.96 38.51 38.10 39.15 44.68
Liu et al. [2016] 51.39 27.33 27.97 33.86 35.14
Kennardi et al. [2019] 59.72 40.99 43.45 42.32 46.62
Ganin and Lempitsky [2015] 68.06 40.37 44.04 41.27 48.44
DAMP 72.22 45.96 39.88 43.39 50.36
Table 3: Performance of different models on OVERNIGHT. The evaluation metric is EM of the final logical forms.
Model Sketch LForacle LF
DAMP 83.80 85.19 72.22
DAMP−dis 82.87 85.19 70.83
DAMP−att 81.94 82.41 68.06
coarse2fine 73.61 82.87 62.96
Table 4: The results of the ablation study, where we report the
EM rate of intermediate sketch (Sketch), logical form with oracle
sketch (LForacle), and the final logical form (LF). DAMP−dis is
the main model without the domain discrimination component and
DAMP−att is without the domain relevance attention (conventional
attention only).
4.3 Domain Discrimination
One of our key innovations is the domain discrimination com-
ponent, which can drive utterance representations to become
consistent or distinguishable among multiple domains in the
coarse stage or the fine stage, respectively. To validate this
component, we map utterance representations from differ-
ent domains into the 2-dimension space as Figure 2 shows.
The distribution of dots in different colors represents in-
stances from multiple domains. The more confusing these
dots are, the more domain invariant representations are. To
compare these distributions quantitatively, we use Calin´ski-
Harabasz (CH) [Calin´ski and Harabasz, 1974] to evaluate the
clustering effect. Higher CH means more distinguishable dis-
tributions across different domains.
As shown in Figure 2, the coarse2fine model has a certain
ability to distinguish instances from different domains, but
still has difficulties to distinguish several domains in the mid-
dle. Although coarse2fine decodes domain invariant sketches
and domain specific tokens in different stages, it shares utter-
ance representations for decoding in both stages. And there
are no explicit mechanisms to drive the model to learn fo-
cuses in different stages, especially given a small number of
target instances. For our DAMP, in the coarse stage, dots
in different colors tend to be mixed together, hard to distin-
guish, and CH score drops to 88.89, indicating much better
domain general representations. In the fine stage, these dots
tend to cluster by their colors, with a much higher CH, imply-
ing more distinguishable representations across different do-
mains. In DAMP, despite two encoders for the coarse and fine
stages, the adversarial training component pushes the domain
general representations hard to distinguish while making the
fine-stage representations easier to classify. This comparison
shows again that the domain discrimination component does
Figure 2: t-SNE visualization of utterance representations (i.e. Uc
andUf ). Dots in different colors represent instances from different
domains. Notice that vanilla coarse2fine model shares the utterance
representations in both stages and has only one matrix to visualize.
enable us to acquire domain invariant or domain specific ut-
terance representations in different stages.
4.4 Domain Relevance Attention
Our domain relevance attention mechanism is designed to
help the decoders concentrate on different aspects of utter-
ances in different stages. Here we use a case study to show
why this mechanism can actually help.
Given the example sentence in Figure 3, in the coarse stage,
both models generate the right sketch with 4 domain specific
positions to be filled in the fine stage. For the second posi-
tion, coarse2fine splits its attention to recipes, take, at, long
and cook, while our DAMP only focuses on long and cook,
with a majority to cook. We can see that coarse2fine attends to
both domain general keywords (e.g., at and take) and domain
specific words, but our DAMP concentrates on the clue word
cook only. This difference makes coarse2fine incorrectly pre-
dict preparation time, while our model outputs the right one,
cooking time. Actually, it is the domain relevance attention
mechanism that enables our model to focus on domain invari-
ant patterns in the coarse stage, and concentrate on domain
specific details in the fine stage.
Figure 3: Visualization of the attention distributions in the fine-
stage decoder (decoder2 in Figure 1), which should generate 4 do-
main specific tokens (the 4 underlined positions) for the sketch list-
Value (filter (getProperty (singleton@1) (string !type)) (ensureNumericProperty
(string@1)) (string<=) (ensureNumericEntity (getProperty@1 (string@1)))),
produced in the coarse stage. Darker colors represent larger atten-
tion scores. The coarse2fine model predicts a wrong domain-specific
token preparation time (in the red dotted box).
Figure 4: EM rate of the sketch (left) and the logical form (right)
with different amounts of training data in the recipes domain.
4.5 More Tough Settings
Regarding the model robustness, we evaluate our DAMP
as well as three popular transfer strategies with different
amounts of target domain training instances, from 1% of the
training data to 40%.
As illustrated in Figure 4, DAMP consistently outperforms
all other transfer methods. With the increase of target do-
main training instances, DAMP curves quickly to go up for
both sketch and logical form prediction. In other words,
DAMP can achieve the same performance with much fewer
target domain training data, which confirms the effectiveness
of DAMP to leverage limited training data in both stages.
We also notice DAMP can achieve as high as 69% of sketch
EM with only 6 target domain instances. With 34 instances, it
gets over 80%. The reason may be DAMP can better exploit
target instances to capture domain invariant representations
through our adversarial domain discrimination, while other
methods, e.g., pretraining [Kennardi et al., 2019] and param-
eter sharing [Liu et al., 2016], are not good at distinguish-
ing domain general and specific information, especially with
limited target data. Looking at the performance for logical
forms, we see all models perform badly with less than 34 tar-
get instances, since it is challenging to learn domain specific
details with such a small amount of data. With a little more
target instances, our model can achieve over 70% EM of logi-
cal forms, because of its capability to focus on limited domain
specific clues through our domain relevance attention.
5 Related Work
Recently, there have been increasing efforts using neural net-
works to solve semantic parsing tasks. Among many at-
tempts, Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) [Sutskever et al.,
2014] is a widely used framework for end-to-end solu-
tions [Jia and Liang, 2016; Zhong et al., 2017], where further
efforts take advantage of various structural knowledge, such
as tree structures in logical forms [Dong and Lapata, 2016]
and semantic graph [Chen et al., 2018]. However, they do
not separate the common patterns directly. Dong and Lapata
[2018] proposed a two-stage semantic parsing method to sep-
arate the high-level skeletons from low-level details. In this
way, decoders are able to model semantic at different levels
of granularity. In this paper, we follow this two-stage frame-
work, but explore its potential in the domain adaptation sce-
nario. Particularly, we develop a novel domain discrimination
component in the encoder and a domain relevance attention
mechanism in the decoder, which separate domain specific
information from general querying representations.
Domain adaptation is a long standing topic in the natu-
ral language processing community [Jiang and Zhai, 2007;
Wu et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019]. For semantic parsing,
Fan et al. [2017] takes the multi-task setup to aids the trans-
fer learning. And most recent works concentrate on how to
bridge the gap of semantic representations between target and
source domains. Su and Yan [2017] paraphrase utterance into
the canonical forms, and utilize the word embedding to allevi-
ate vocabulary mismatch between domains. Lu et al. [2019]
alleviate the data scarcity by looking up a similar instance in
memory of the target domain, and modifying it to the required
logical form. However, it requires a large number of hand-
crafted grammars to distinguish specific tokens. Xiong and
Sun [2019] take a two-step process as well. But separation is
not enough. We also develop mechanisms to emphasize the
domain general and domain related information in two stages.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new semantic parser, DAMP, for
domain adaptation, which features two novel mechanisms
to exploit limited target training data and focus on different
clues at different stages. Specifically, we propose an adver-
sarial domain discrimination mechanism to learn domain in-
variant and domain specific representations in the coarse and
fine stages, respectively, and design a domain relevance at-
tention to drive decoders to concentrate on domain specific
details. Detailed experiments on a benchmark dataset show
that our model can well exploit limited target data and out-
perform widely adopted domain adaptation strategies.
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